
Welcome

Dear Visitor,
Thank-you for visiting my website.
As executive consultant and as coach I am always engaged in one key 
question: What makes top executives sustainably successful in their 
tasks and functions?

This website will hopefully contribute to an answer. Read more about it 
here. I appreciate your interest and I am looking forward to a possible 
cooperation on this topic.

Best regards,
Jutta Husermann

Background

Personality and Communication Behavior – Decisive Success Factors in 
Leadership

For many years I have been advising and accompanying top executives. The consulting 
topics are all kinds of career issues as well as personnel and entrepreneurial decision-
making situations. We work on individual strategic matters and on important professional 
career choices. 

The cooperation with leaders from economy, politics, science and culture has been my profession 
since 1986. As executive search consultant I have conducted numerous search processes, made 
countless personal interviews, accompanied a lot of “selection committees“ and served many 
supervisory board decisions. 

As a coach, I constantly reflect expectations and goals with my clients. We also discuss plans, 
develop action scenarios and elaborate strategies.

The personal power and communication behavior of top executives and leading persona-
lities is always important. Be aware, in the sensitive field of ambition, expectation and 
success, there are unwritten rules and laws.
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Services

Consulting – Coaching – Professional Accompaniment 

My range of services is specialized on vocational leadership issues. 

The focus is on the diverse topics of “leadership and personal impact“. 
I follow an individual, customer-specific approach and offer:
- Accompanying counselling and Coaching
- Professional support in personnel selection and development



Range of Topics

Brief Overview of Consulting Emphasis: 
- Leadership questions and tasks
- Support in the executive search and -selection process
- Professional career development and self-marketing
- Career-Coaching
- Personality issues
- Strategies on personal positioning
- Target clarity and planning
- Assessment and reflection of personal and professional decision-making-options
- Preparation for important talks and negotiations
- Coping with conflict- and crisis situations
- Management of professional separation situations 
- And other career related questions

Additionally: In special questions of human resources management my experience and services may 
also be helpful; for example, in outplacement processes.

Way of Working

Individual  –  Discreet  –  Professional

My way of working is personal and discreet. (That is also why I am not represented on Facebook, 
LinkedIn or other social networks.)

I work dialogically and take time for every consultation and accompaniment. My clients can also 
reach me for important questions outside of the agreed meetings by phone.

Usually we stay in touch even after completing a defined coaching sequence. The exchange of 
experience is important to me. This always allows the success of the advice.

I tailor the service individually to the given situation and the special requests for advice. This is also 
the calculation basis for the consultation fee.

For Companies

The modern Leadership Consent: Appreciation is Value-Creation  

My service helps to strengthen and optimize the vital resource “leadership“.

Investments in the leadership pays off in the long term for all sides. Supportive appreciation can thus 
come out as value-creation. The personality style and personal impact of their executives are important 
parameters in modern organisations. Top executives are role models, motivators, cultural multiplicators 
and representatives.

Due to the high work density executives are often exposed to enormous burdens in their day-to-day-
business. All the more important and relieving is the possibility of occasional retreat and individual 
reflection. Productivity is maintained and resilience is strengthened.



For Individuals

Personal Strength – Clarity – Certainty

Profit from Dialogue

The world of work is changing massively in many areas. Individuals are faced with complex and huge 
challenges. Security will continuously dismiss from our professional lives. This will, in a sense, make 
us “life-entrepreneurs“.

Under these circumstances, the individual‘s inner orientation and personal strength will be more and 
more important. Therefore, you should be clear on your individual success factors. I want to inspire 
you to work on it and with it. You will benefit considerably from this. Find out more under the menu 
item: Success mix

There are many good reasons to invest in yourself – or to let invest!

Financing

Financing aspects for individuals

-  Modern corporations and organisation have budgets for consulting- and coaching fees.
- In case of a privately funded contract the service is as professional advice tax-deductible.
- Self-employed persons can tax them as business expenses. 

I like to support “Young Professionals“. Please, ask for an individual offer.

Success Mix

Leadership needs Attitude

Who leads moves in a complex social system. According to my observation there are principles that 
work equally well in all areas of leadership – whether in economy, politics, science or culture.

The higher you act in the hierarchy the more political the framework conditions become. The higher 
you climb the career ladder, the less your expert knowledge counts. On the other hand, the demand 
on your political and strategical skills, your wise tactical understanding and visionary power will 
increase. Your relationship management also becomes more complex. Additionally the demands on 
your role understanding and your communicational behavior become more differentiated and sublime.

In the professional context many components contribute to sustainable success. 
Always the whole person is required. Fundamentally crucial are:
- a convincing personality and
- the purposeful will to make a difference.

I therefore speak of the success mix of: personality, goal and will.



Personality

Personality is only matured in the valleys of life. 
"Experience is of no use if you do not draw any lessons from it." Friedrich the Great

A convincing personality can be very effective.
We have all noticed that executives can be beneficial or detrimental to the sustainable success of 
an organization, depending on the nature of their personality.

Personality is not static. Personality evolves permanently in resonance with life. It is shaped by 
environment, education, experiences and role models and formed by the inner value system. 
You can work on it and should do it with pleasure!

Your personality determines the degree of your persuasive and assertive power and is crucial for 
your sustainable success. 

Goal

"As soon as the mind is focused on a goal, many things come in handy."  
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Goals are an important resource. Goals set the will on success.
Where goals are consistent with the personality, positive determination and consistency in action 
develop by themselves.

On the other hand, if you are pursuing goals that you cannot identify with, energy will be lost and 
success will not really materialize. Therefore, always be aware of your underlying motives.

So, gain clarity about your motives and goals!

Will

"Where the will is great, the difficulties cannot be great." 
Niccolò Machiavelli

Will is a force. Will motivates. Will sets goals. We speak of willpower, perseverance and 
purposefulness. Will overcomes difficulties. Will is the first step to success. Machiavelli, 
the precise analyst of power, described the effect of the will.

For successful executives, a clear, strong will is central and indispensable. True leaders master 
the art of translating the will into smart strategy, good communication and prudent action.

Many successful life careers show us that where the will is in tune with the personality, 
the inner compass leads to the goal.



Contact

50% are psychology

I look forward to your contact:

Jutta Husermann
Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring 8
40545 Dusseldorf

Tel. ++49 (0)211-5858953
email: jutta@husermann.com
www.husermann.com


